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Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) inhibitors (antifolates) may
be grouped into two categories (classical and nonclassical)
according to their structural properties. Classical antifolates
have structures similar to folic acid, the natural substrate
for DHFR. Folate analogs generally consist of a pteridine
moiety, a aryl moiety, and a glutamyl group. These sub-
stances are readily glutamated by the intracellular folylpoly-
glutamyl synthetase [9-14]. In fact, the polyglutamated form
of these agents are primarily responsible for DHFR inhibi-
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Abstract The x-ray structure of the PTX:NADPH:L22F human mutant DHFR ternary complex was
used as a structural template to generate structural models for the following wild type DHFR com-
plexes: PTX:DHFR:NADPH, TMP:DHFR:NADPH, EPM:DHFR:NADPH, and TMQ:DHFR:NADPH.
Each of these complexes were subsequently modeled in a 60 Å cube of explicit water and minimized to
a rms gradient of from 1.0-3.0·10-5 kcal·Å-1. For each complex, interaction energies were calculated for
the antifolate interaction with each of the following: the DHFR binding site residues, the entire DHFR
protein, the solvated complex (containing DHFR, NADPH, and solvent water), water alone, and NADPH.
Additionally, each antifolate was subdivided into distinct substructural regions and interaction energy
calculations were performed in order to evaluate their contributions to overall antifolate interaction.
Each antifolate showed its most stable interaction with the solvated complex. Substructural regions
which consisted of a nitrogen containing aromatic ring system contributed most to the stability of the
antifolate interactions, while the hydrocarbon aromatic rings, methoxy, and ethoxy groups showed
much less stable interaction energies. Since the different substructural regions of nonclassical antifolates
differ in their contributions to overall antifolate binding, those substructural regions which exhibit
relatively unfavorable interaction energies may constitute important targets in the design of improved
DHFR inhibitors.
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Introduction

Dihydrofolate reductase is an important therapeutic target
in the treatment of cancer, bacterial and fungal infections,
and opportunistic infections associated with AIDS [1-8].
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tion in vivo [15-18]. However, Nonclassical antifolates are
not folate analogs. They are not susceptible to glutamation
and are much less water soluble than the folate analogs.
Nonclassical antifolates generally consist of a diaminopyri-
midine moiety and an aryl moiety, or a pteridine moiety and
a aryl moiety. Nonclassical antifolates include but are not
limited to trimethoprim (TMP), piritrexim (PTX), trimetrexate
(TMQ), and epiroprim (EPM). TMP is an effective inhibitor
of bacterial dihydrofolate reductases [1, 19]. PTX [20-25]
and TMQ [3,5,6,26] inhibit mammalian DHFRs. TMQ also
has activity against fungal DHFR [4]. EPM has been explored
as a treatment for Pneumocystis carinii and Toxoplasma gondii
infections [27-29].

 The antifolate substructural moieties may be viewed as
structural modules which collectively makeup the complete
antifolate structure and subsequently determine the binding
properties of the intact antifolate. It was of interest to evalu-
ate the contributions of the antifolate substructural regions to
the overall antifolate interaction. In this report we employ
molecular modeling and subsequent interaction energy cal-
culations to examine the interaction of TMP, EPM, PTX, and
TMQ and their corresponding substructural regions to hu-
man wild type dihydrofolate reductase.

Methods

The x-ray structure of the piritrexim (PTX):NADPH:L22F
human mutant DHFR complex [30] was obtained from the
Protein Databank [31]. The mutant DHFR component of the
complex was converted to wild type DHFR by changing the
PHE side chain at position 22 to LEU using the mutate facil-

ity of QUANTA [32], the molecular modeling software from
Molecular Simulations Inc. As a result, the structural model
for the PTX:NADPH:wild type DHFR complex was gener-
ated. Using the molecular editor facility of QUANTA [32],
the PTX component of this complex was converted to EPM,
TMP, and TMQ, respectively, which resulted in the genera-
tion of molecular models for the following three additional
complexes: EPM:DHFR:NADPH, TMP:DHFR:NADPH, and
TMQ:DHFR:NADPH. The complexes were then modeled
inside a 60 Å cube of explicit water. Water molecules were
generated based on the TIP3P model [33]. The density of
water in the cube was approximately 1.0 gram/milliliter. Each
solvated complex was minimized to a rms gradient of from
1.0-3.0·10-5 kcal·Å-1 using the Adopted-Basis Newton
Raphson algorithm in charmm [34]. After minimization, the
DHFR binding site residues for each complex were defined
as those DHFR residues which contained at least one atom
that was 3.7 Å or closer to an antifolate atom. Distances be-
tween antifolate atoms and DHFR atoms were calculated
using the COOR DIST function in charmm. Charmm was
used to calculate the Van der Waals and electrostatic compo-
nents of the interaction energies. Interaction energies reported
here represents the sum of the Van der Waals and electro-
static components. Minimizations were performed using a
Silicon Graphics dual processor Octane workstation or a four
processor Silicon Graphics origin200 server.

Results

Table 1 shows the DHFR binding site residues for each com-
plex. As can be seen, each antifolate interacts with a slightly

Figure 1 Interaction energy analysis of TMP, PTX, TMQ, and EPM
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Figure 2 Subdivision of TMP, PTX, TMQ, and EPM into their substructural regions
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different set of residues. However, the following residues:
VAL8, LEU22, PHE31, PHE34, ILE60, and VAL115 are in-
volved in the binding of each nonclassical antifolate studied.
Figure 1 compares the interaction energies of each antifolate
with its binding site residues (binding site), the DHFR pro-
tein only (DHFR), the solvated complex (consisting of DHFR
and NADPH and water) (complex), water only (water), and
NADPH. TMQ and TMP showed similar interaction patterns
with the binding site and complex interactions showing the
most stability. For EPM the DHFR and complex interactions
were the most stable and for PTX the most stable interac-
tions were complex and water. While the complex interac-
tion was important for each antifolate, these observations
indicate that each individual component of the complex, (i.
e. binding site, DHFR, water, and NADPH) contributes to
the overall binding of the antifolate and that the contribution
of each component of the complex may differ for different
antifolates.

In order to evaluate the contribution of antifolate
substructural moieties to overall antifolate interaction, each
antifolate was divided into distinct substructural regions (Fig-
ure 2). The interaction energy of each substructural region
was calculated and compared with that of its corresponding
intact antifolate. Additionally, most substructural regions were
further divided into groups of carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen
atoms and the interaction energies of these groups of atoms
were calculated. Those substructural regions which consisted
only of carbon and hydrogen atoms were not further subdi-
vided. The interaction energies of hydrogen atoms were in-
cluded in the calculation of the interaction energies of the
carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen atoms to which they were bonded.

Figure 3a compares the interaction energies of TMP and
its 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl, aryl, and methoxy
substructural regions. As can be seen, the pattern of interac-
tion energies observed for TMP and 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-
5-methyl are very similar. Additionally, the 2,4-diamino-
pyrimidinyl-5-methyl interactions are generally more stable
than those of the aryl and methoxy groups. Figure 3b shows
that the nitrogen and carbon atoms of the 2,4-diamino-
pyrimidinyl-5-methyl moiety exhibit opposing interaction
patterns and that the carbon atoms are the primary contribu-
tors to the stability of the 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl
interaction. However, the 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl
nitrogen atoms showed a more favorable interaction with
water. In Figure 3c, the methoxy groups and their oxygen

atoms show similar patterns, while the carbon atoms showed
an opposing pattern. The methoxy carbons atoms show more
favorable interactions with binding site and NADPH, while
the methoxy oxygen atoms show more favorable interactions
with DHFR.

Figure 4a compares the interaction energies of PTX and
its substructural regions. It is very clear that the heterocyclic
region of PTX is the major contributor to the stability of the
PTX interaction. The aryl and methoxy regions show much
less stable interactions and their patterns of interaction were
substantially different from those exhibited by PTX and the
heterocyclic region. Figure 4b shows that the carbon and ni-
trogen atoms of the PTX heterocyclic region make strikingly
opposing contributions to the overall heterocyclic interac-
tion. The carbon atoms exhibit more stable interactions with
the binding site, DHFR, complex, and NADPH, while the
nitrogen atoms show more stable interactions with water. In
the case of the methoxy component of PTX (Figure 4c), the
pattern exhibited by the carbon atoms is similar to that ob-
served for the entire methoxy group.

The stability of the EPM interaction is primarily derived
from the pyrrol, ethoxy, and 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-me-
thyl interactions (Figure 5a). Aryl generally showed much
less stable interactions. Figure 5b shows that the carbon and
nitrogen atoms of 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl exhibit
opposing interaction patterns with the pattern exhibited by
the carbon atoms coinciding with that exhibited by the over-
all 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl group. The overall 2,4-
diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl group and its carbon atoms
make more favorable interactions with complex and NADPH
than observed for the 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl ni-
trogen atoms. Except for the binding site and NADPH inter-
actions, the ethoxy oxygen atom interactions appear slightly
more stable than those of the ethoxy carbon atoms (Figure
5c).

Reminiscent of the heterocyclic region of PTX, the
heterocyclic region of TMQ is clearly the major contributor
to the stability of the TMQ:complex interaction (Figure 6a).
The carbon atoms of the heterocyclic group are the primary
contributors to the heterocyclic interactions and they exhibit
a pattern of interaction similar to that observed for the over-
all heterocyclic moiety (Figure 6b). The carbon atoms of the
TMQ arylamino group showed an interaction pattern very
similar to that of the overall arylamino group (Figure 6c). In
the case of the methoxy groups of TMQ, the carbon and oxy-

Table 1 Comparison of Binding Site Residues for Each Antifolate/DHFR Complex

DHFR Binding Site Residues
Complex

TMP VAL8 ASP21 LEU22 GLU30 PHE31 PHE34 ILE60 PRO61 VAL115
EPM VAL8 ALA9 ASP21 LEU22 PHE31 PHE34 ILE60 PRO 61 ASN64LEU 67

VAL115
TMQ ILE7 VAL8 LEU22 GLU30 PHE31 PHE34 ILE60 ASN64 LEU 67 VAL115
PTX VAL8 ALA9 LEU22 GLU30 PHE31 PHE34 ILE 60 PRO 61 LEU 67 VAL115
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Figure 3 Interaction energy
analysis of TMP and its
substructural regions. a.
Comparison of TMP and its
substructural regions. b.
Comparison of the 2,4-di-
aminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl
region of TMP with its car-
bon and nitrogen atoms. c.
Comparison of the methoxy
region of TMP with its car-
bon and oxygen atoms
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Figure 4 Interaction energy
analysis of PTX and its sub-
structural regions. a. Com-
parison of PTX and its sub-
structural regions. b. Com-
parison of the heterocyclic re-
gion of PTX with its carbon
and nitrogen atoms. c. Com-
parison of the methoxy region
of PTX with its carbon and
nitrogen atoms
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Figure 5 Interaction energy
analysis of EPM and its
substructural regions. a.
Comparison of EPM and its
substructural regions. b.
Comparison of the 2,4-diami-
nopyrimidinyl-5-methyl re-
gion of  EPM with its carbon
and nitrogen atoms. c. Com-
parison of the ethoxy region
of EPM with its carbon and
oxygen atoms
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gen atoms show opposing patterns of interactions which are
distinctly different from that observed for the overall methoxy
group (Figure 6d). However, the oxygen atoms seem to con-
tribute slightly more to the overall methoxy stability.

Discussion

The nonclassical antifolates reported here consists of com-
plex molecular structures that may be subdivided into sim-
pler structural subregions. Evaluation of the interaction en-
ergies for the substructural regions revealed that for each
antifolate a particular substructural region(s) serves as the
primary contributor to the stability of the overall antifolate
interaction.

The nitrogen containing aromatic ring systems of TMP,
PTX, and TMQ, consistently showed the greatest contribu-
tion to the stability of overall antifolate interaction. The aryl
groups of TMP and EPM and the aryl and arylamino groups
of PTX and TMQ contain only aromatic carbons and their

associated hydrogens. However, the latter subregions also
contains a non-aromatic amino nitrogen attached to the aro-
matic hydrocarbon ring (Figure 2). It should be noted that
these aryl rings showed much less favorable interactions.
These observations suggests that the combination of nitro-
gen and carbon atoms in an aromatic environment is impor-
tant to stable ligand binding. However, in those aromatic rings
which contain both nitrogen and carbon atoms, it is the car-
bon atoms that exhibit the more stable interaction energies.
In general, the methoxy, ethoxy, and aryl groups contributed
less to the stability of the antifolate interactions.

The ethoxy, 2,4-diaminopyrimidinyl-5-methyl, and pyrrol
groups of EPM showed similar interaction energies with
DHFR and complex. These groups appear to exert their pri-
mary effect on EPM binding via interaction with the DHFR
protein.

Observations reported here reveal that the different
antifolate substructural regions differ in their contributions
to overall antifolate binding. Those antifolate substructural
regions which exhibit unfavorable or poor interaction ener-

Figure 6 (continued next
page) Interaction energy
analysis of TMQ and its
substructural regions. a.
Comparison of TMQ and its
substructural regions. b.
Comparison of the heterocy-
clic region of TMQ with its
carbon and nitrogen atoms
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gies may represent important targets for continued structural
modification in the search for improved DHFR inhibitors.
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